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Abstract
We consider the problem of learning, from K data, a regression function in a lin-
ear space of high dimensionN using projections onto a random subspace of lower
dimension M . From any algorithm minimizing the (possibly penalized) empiri-
cal risk, we provide bounds on the excess risk of the estimate computed in the
projected subspace (compressed domain) in terms of the excess risk of the esti-
mate built in the high-dimensional space (initial domain). We show that solving
the problem in the compressed domain instead of the initial domain reduces the
estimation error at the price of an increased (but controlled) approximation error.
We apply the analysis to Least-Squares (LS) regression and discuss the excess
risk and numerical complexity of the resulting “Compressed Least Squares Re-
gression” (CLSR) in terms ofN ,K, andM . When we chooseM = O(
p
K), we




We consider a regression problem where we observe dataDK = (fxk; ykgk·K) (where xk 2 X and
yk 2 R) are assumed to be independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) from some distribution
P , where xk » PX and yk = f¤(xk) + ´k(xk); where f¤ is the (unknown) target function, and ´k
a centered independent noise of variance ¾2(xk). For a given class of functions F , and f 2 F , we








and the generalization (quadratic) error
L(f) def= E(X;Y )»P [(Y ¡ f(X))2]:
Our goal is to return a regression function bf 2 F with lowest possible generalization error L( bf).
Notations: In the sequel we will make use of the following notations about norms: for h : X 7! R,
we write jjhjjP for the L2 norm of h with respect to (w.r.t.) the measure P , jjhjjPK for the L2 norm







The measurable function minimizing the generalization error is f¤, but it may be the case that
f¤ =2 F . For any regression function bf , we deﬁne the excess risk
L( bf)¡ L(f¤) = jj bf ¡ f¤jj2P ;
which decomposes as the sum of the estimation error L( bf)¡ inff2F L(f) and the approximation
error inff2F L(f)¡L(f¤) = inff2F jjf ¡ f¤jj2P which measures the distance between f¤ and the
function space F .
1
In this paper we consider a class of linear functions FN deﬁned as the span of a set of N functions
f'ng1·n·N called features. Thus: FN def= ff® def=
PN
n=1 ®n'n; ® 2 RNg.
When the number of data K is larger than the number of features N , the ordinary Least-Squares
Regression (LSR) provides the LS solution fb® which is the minimizer of the empirical risk LK(f)
in FN . Note that here LK(f®) rewrites 1K jj©®¡Y jjK where © is theK£N matrix with elements
('n(xk))1·n·N;1·k·K and Y theK-vector with components (yk)1·k·K .
Usual results provide bound on the estimation error as a function of the capacity of the function
space and the number of data. In the case of linear approximation, the capacity measures (such as
covering numbers [24] or the pseudo-dimension [17]) depend on the number of features (for example
the pseudo-dimension is at most N + 1). For example, let fb® be a LS estimate (minimizer of LK
in FN ), then (a more precise statement will be stated later in Subsection 3) the expected estimation






¤ · c¾2N logK
K
; (1)
where c is a universal constant, ¾ def= supx2X ¾(x), and the expectation is taken with respect to P .
Now, the excess risk is the sum of this estimation error and the approximation error inff2FN jjf ¡
f¤jjP of the class FN . Since the later usually decreases when the number of features N increases
[13] (e.g. when
S
N FN is dense in L2(P )), we see the usual tradeoff between small estimation error
(low N ) and small approximation error (large N ).
In this paper we are interested in the setting whenN is large so that the approximation error is small.
Whenever N is larger than K we face the overﬁtting problem since there are more parameters than
actual data (more variables than constraints), which is illustrated in the bound (1) which provides
no information about the generalization ability of any LS estimate. In addition, there are many
minimizers (in fact a vector space of same dimension as the null space of ©T©) of the empirical
risk. To overcome the problem, several approaches have been proposed in the literature:
² LS solution with minimal norm: The solution is the minimizer of the empirical er-
ror with minimal (l1 or l2)-norm: b® = argmin©®=Y jj®jj1 or 2; (or a robust solution
argminjj©®¡Y jj2·" jj®jj1). The choice of `2-norm yields the ordinary LS solution. The
choice of `1-norm has been used for generating sparse solutions (e.g. the Basis Pursuit
[10]), and assuming that the target function admits a sparse decomposition, the ﬁeld of
Compressed Sensing [9, 22] provides sufﬁcient conditions for recovering the exact so-
lution. However, such conditions (e.g. that © possesses a Restricted Isometric Property
(RIP)) does not hold in general in this regression setting. On another aspect, solving these
problems (both for l1 or l2-norm) when N is large is numerically expensive.
² Regularization. The solution is the minimizer of the empirical error plus a penalty term,
for example bf = arg min
f2FN
LK(f) + ¸jjf jjpp; for p = 1 or 2:
where ¸ is a parameter and usual choices for the norm are `2 (ridge-regression [21]) and
`1 (LASSO [20]). A close alternative is the Dantzig selector [8, 5] which solves: b® =
argminjj®jj1·¸ jj©T (Y ¡ ©®)jj1: The numerical complexity and generalization bounds
of those methods depend on the sparsity of the target function decomposition in FN .
Now if we possess a sequence of function classes (FN )N¸1 with increasing capacity, we may per-
form structural risk minimization [23] by solving in each model the empirical risk penalized by a
term that depends on the size of the model: bfN = argminf2FN ;N¸1 LK(f) + pen(N;K); where
the penalty term measures the capacity of the function space.
In this paper we follow another approach where instead of searching in the large space FN (where
N > K) for a solution that minimizes the empirical error plus a penalty term, we simply search
for the empirical error minimizer in a (randomly generated) lower dimensional subspace GM ½ FN
(whereM < K).
Our contribution: We consider a set of M random linear combinations of the initial N features
and perform our favorite LS regression algorithm (possibly regularized) using those “compressed
2
features”. This is equivalent to projecting the K points f'(xk) 2 RN ; k = 1::Kg from the initial
domain (of size N ) onto a random subspace of dimension M , and then performing the regres-
sion in the “compressed domain” (i.e. span of the compressed features). This is made possible
because random projections approximately preserve inner products between vectors (by a variant of
the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma stated in Proposition 1.
Our main result is a bound on the excess risk of a linear estimator built in the compressed domain
in terms of the excess risk of the linear estimator built in the initial domain (Section 2). We further
detail the case of ordinary Least-Squares Regression (Section 3) and discuss, in terms ofM , N ,K,
the different tradeoffs concerning the excess risk (reduced estimation error in the compressed do-
main versus increased approximation error introduced by the random projection) and the numerical
complexity (reduced complexity of solving the LSR in the compressed domain versus the additional
load of performing the projection).
As a consequence, we show that by choosing M = O(
p
K) projections we deﬁne a Compressed
Least-Squares Regression which uses O(NK3=2) elementary operations to compute a regression
function with estimation error (relatively to the initial function space FN ) of order logK=
p
K up to
a multiplicative factor which depends on the best approximation of f¤ in FN . This is competitive
with the best methods, up to our knowledge.
Related works: Using dimension reduction and random projections in various learning areas has
received considerable interest over the past few years. In [7], the authors use a SVM algorithm in a
compressed space for the purpose of classiﬁcation and show that their resulting algorithm has good
generalization properties. In [26], the authors consider a notion of compressed linear regression.
For data Y = X¯ + ", where ¯ is the target and " a standard noise, they use compression of the
set of data, thus considering AY = AX¯ + A", where A has a Restricted Isometric Property.
They provide an analysis of the LASSO estimator built from these compressed data, and discuss a
property called sparsistency, i.e. the number of random projections needed to recover ¯ (with high
probability) when it is sparse. These works differ from our approach in the fact that we do not
consider a compressed (input and/or output) data space but a compressed feature space instead.
In [11], the authors discuss how compressed measurements may be useful to solve many detection,
classiﬁcation and estimation problems without having to reconstruct the signal ever. Interestingly,
they make no assumption about the signal being sparse, like in our work. In [6, 18], the authors
show how to map a kernel k(x; y) = '(x) ¢ '(y) into a low-dimensional space, while still approx-
imately preserving the inner products. Thus they build a low-dimensional feature space speciﬁc for
(translation invariant) kernels.
2 Linear regression in the compressed domain
We remind that the initial set of features is f'n : X 7! R; 1 · n · Ng and the initial domain
FN def= ff® =
PN
n=1 ®n'n; ® 2 RNg is the span of those features. We write '(x) theN -vector of
components ('n(x))n·N . Let us now deﬁne the random projection. Let A be a M £N matrix of
i.i.d. elements drawn for some distribution ½. Examples of distributions are:
² Gaussian random variables N (0; 1=M),
² § Bernoulli distributions, i.e. which takes values §1=pM with equal probability 1=2,
² Distribution taking values §p3=M with probability 1=6 and 0 with probability 2=3.
The following result (proof in Appendix A) states the property that inner-product are approximately
preserved through random projections (this is a simple consequence of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
Lemma):
Proposition 1 Let (uk)1·k·K and v be vectors of RN . Let A be a M £ N matrix of i.i.d. el-






log 4K± , we have, with probability at least 1¡ ±, for all k · K,
jAuk ¢Av ¡ uk ¢ vj · "jjukjj jjvjj:
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We now introduce the set of M compressed features (Ãm)1·m·M such that Ãm(x)
def=PN
n=1Am;n'n(x). We also write Ã(x) the M -vector of components (Ãm(x))m·M . Thus
Ã(x) = A'(x). We deﬁne the compressed domain GM def= fg¯ =
PM
m=1 ¯mÃm; ¯ 2 RMg the
span of the compressed features (vector space of dimension at mostM ). Note that each Ãm 2 FN ,
thus GM is a subspace of FN .
2.1 Approximation error
We now compare the approximation error assessed in the compressed domain GM versus in the
initial spaceFN . This applies to the linear algorithms mentioned in the introduction such as ordinary
LS regression (analyzed in details in Section 3), but also its penalized versions, e.g. LASSO and
ridge regression. Deﬁne ®+ = argmin®2RN L(f®) ¡ L(f¤) the parameter of the best regression
function in FN .
Theorem 1 For any ± > 0, any M ¸ 15 log(8K=±), let A be a random M £ N matrix deﬁned
like in Proposition 1, and GM be the compressed domain resulting from this choice of A. Then with




















This theorem shows the tradeoff in terms of estimation and approximation errors for an estimator bg
obtained in the compressed domain compared to an estimator bf obtained in the initial domain:
² Bounds on the estimation error of bg in GM are usually smaller than that of bf in FN when
M < N (since the capacity of FN is larger than that of GM ).
² Theorem 1 says that the approximation error assessed in GM increases by at most
O( log(K=±)M )jj®+jj2Ejj'(X)jj2 compared to that in FN .
Proof: Let us write f+ def= f®+ = argminf2FN jjf ¡ f¤jjP and g+ def= gA®+ . The approximation
error assessed in the compressed domain GM is bounded as
inf
g2GM
jjg ¡ f¤jj2P · jjg+ ¡ f¤jj2P = jjg+ ¡ f+jj2P + jjf+ ¡ f¤jj2P ; (3)
since f+ is the orthogonal projection of f¤ on FN and g+ belongs to FN . We now bound jjg+ ¡
f+jj2P using concentration inequalities. Deﬁne Z(x) def= A®+ ¢ A'(x) ¡ ®+ ¢ '(x). Deﬁne "2 def=
8
M log(8K=±). For M ¸ 15 log(8K=±) we have " < 3=4 thus M ¸ log(8K=±)"2=4¡"3=6 . Proposition 1
applies and says that on an event E of probability at least 1¡ ±=2, we have for all k · K,
jZ(xk)j · "jj®+jj jj'(xk)jj · "jj®+jj sup
x2X
jj'(x)jj def= C (4)
On the event E , we have with probability at least 1¡ ±0,
































where we applied two times Chernoff-Hoeffding’s inequality. Combining with (3), unconditioning,
and setting ±0 = ±=2 then with probability at least (1¡ ±=2)(1¡ ±0) ¸ 1¡ ± we have (2). ¤
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2.2 Computational issues
We now discuss the relative computational costs of a given algorithm applied either in the initial or
in the compressed domain. Let us write Cx(DK ;FN ; P ) the complexity (e.g. number of elementary
operations) of an algorithm A to compute the regression function bf when provided with the data
DK and function space FN .
We plot in the table below, both for the initial and the compressed versions of the algorithm A, the
order of complexity for (i) the cost for building the feature matrix, (ii) the cost for computing the
estimator, (iii) the cost for making one prediction (i.e. computing bf(x) for any x):
Initial domain Compressed domain
Construction of the feature matrix NK NKM
Computing the regression function Cx(DK ;FN ; P ) Cx(DK ;GM ; P )
Making one prediction N NM
Note that the values mentioned for the compressed domain are upper-bounds on the real complexity
and do not take into account the possible sparsity of the projection matrix A (which would speed up
matrix computations, see e.g. [2, 1]).
3 Compressed Least-Squares Regression
We now analyze the speciﬁc case of Least-Squares Regression.
3.1 Excess risk of ordinary Least Squares regression
In order to bound the estimation error, we follow the approach of [13] which truncates (up to the
level §L where L is a bound, assumed to be known, on jjf¤jj1) the prediction of the LS regression
function. The ordinary LS regression provides the regression function fb® whereb® = argmin
®2argmin®02RN jjY¡©®0jj
jj®jj:
Note that ©©T b® = ©TY , hence b® = ©yY 2 RN where ©y is the Penrose pseudo-inverse of ©1.




u if juj · L;
L sign(u) otherwise.
Truncation after the computation of the parameter b® 2 RN , which is the solution of an unconstrained
optimization problem, is easier than solving an optimization problem under the constraint that jj®jj
is small (which is the approach followed in [24]) and allows for consistency results and prediction
bounds. Indeed, the excess risk of bfL is bounded as
E(jj bf ¡ f¤jj2P ) · c0maxf¾2; L2g1 + logKK N + 8 inff2FN jjf ¡ f¤jj2P (5)
where a bound on c0 is 9216 (see [13]). We have a simpler bound when we consider the expectation
EY conditionally on the input data:
EY (jj bf ¡ f¤jj2PK ) · ¾2NK + inff2F jjf ¡ f¤jj2PK (6)
Remark: Note that because we use the quadratic loss function, by following the analysis in [3],
or by deriving tight bounds on the Rademacher complexity [14] and following Theorem 5.2 of
Koltchinskii’s Saint Flour course, it is actually possible to state assumptions under which we can
remove the logK term in (5). We will not further detail such bounds since our motivation here is
not to provide the tightest possible bounds, but rather to show how the excess risk bound for LS
regression in the initial domain extends to the compressed domain.
1In the full rank case, ©y = (©T©)¡1©T whenK ¸ N and ©y = ©T (©©T )¡1 whenK · N
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3.2 Compressed Least-Squares Regression (CLSR)
CLSR is deﬁned as the ordinary LSR in the compressed domain. Let b¯ = ªyY 2 RM , where ª
is the K £M matrix with elements (Ãm(xk))1·m·M;1·k·K . The CLSR estimate is deﬁned asbgL(x) def= TL[g b¯(x)]. From Theorem 1, (5) and (6), we deduce the following excess risk bounds for
the CLSR estimate:







c0(1+logK) . Then whenever M ¸
15 log(8K=±), with probability at least 1 ¡ ±, the expected excess risk of the CLSR estimate is
bounded as
E(jjbgL ¡ f¤jj2P ) · 16pc0maxf¾; Lgjj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2
r













jjf ¡ f¤jj2P : (7)






8K log(8K=±). AssumeN > K and that the features ('k)1·k·K
are linearly independent. Then whenever M ¸ 15 log(8K=±), with probability at least 1 ¡ ±, the
expected excess risk of the CLSR estimate conditionally on the input samples is upper bounded as













Proof: Whenever M ¸ 15 log(8K=±) we deduce from Theorem 1 and (5) that the excess risk ofbgL is bounded as


















By optimizing on M , we deduce (7). Similarly, using (6) we deduce the following bound on


















jjf ¡ f¤jj2PK :
By optimizing onM and noticing that inff2FN jjf¡f¤jj2PK = 0 wheneverN > K and the features
('k)1·k·K are linearly independent, we deduce the second result. ¤
Remark 1 Note that the second term in the parenthesis of (7) is negligible wheneverK À log 1=±.
Thus we have the expected excess risk







The choice of M in the previous corollary depends on jj®+jj and Ejj'(X)jj which are a priori
unknown (since f¤ and PX are unknown). If we set M independently of jj®+jj, then an addi-
tional multiplicative factor of jj®+jj appears in the bound, and if we replace Ejj'(X)jj by its bound
supx jj'(x)jj (which is known) then this latter factor will appear instead of the former in the bound.
Complexity of CLSR: The complexity of LSR for computing the regression function in the com-
pressed domain only depends onM andK, and is (see e.g. [4]) Cx(DK ;GM ; P ) = O(MK2)which
is of order O(K5=2) when we choose the optimized number of projectionsM = O(
p
K). However
the leading term when using CLSR is the cost for building the ª matrix: O(NK3=2).
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4 Discussion
4.1 The factor jj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2
In light of Corollary 1, the important factor which will determine whether the CLSR provides low
generalization error or not is jj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2. This factor indicates that a good set of features
(for CLSR) should be such that the norm of those features as well as the norm of the parameter
®+ of the projection of f¤ onto the span of those features should be small. A natural question is
whether this product can be made small for appropriate choices of features. We now provide two
speciﬁc cases for which this is actually the case: (1) when the features are rescaled orthonormal
basis functions, and (2) when the features are speciﬁc wavelet functions. In both cases, we relate
the bound to an assumption of regularity on the function f¤, and show that the dependency w.r.t. N
decreases when the regularity increases, and may even vanish.
Rescaled Orthonormal Features: Consider a set of orthonormal functions (´i)i¸1 w.r.t a measure
¹, i.e. h´i; ´ji¹ = ±i;j . In addition we assume that the law of the input data is dominated by ¹,
i.e. PX · C¹ where C is a constant. For instance, this is the case when the set X is compact, ¹ is
the uniform measure and PX has bounded density.
We deﬁne the set of N features as: 'i
def= ci´i, where ci > 0, for i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. Then
any f 2 FN decomposes as f =
PN






def= hf; ´ii. Thus
we have: jj®jj2 = PNi=1( bici )2 and Ejj'jj2 = PNi=1 c2i RX ´2i (x)dPX (x) · CPNi=1 c2i : Thus
jj®+jj2Ejj'jj2 · CPNi=1( bici )2PNi=1 c2i .
Now, linear approximation theory (Jackson-type theorems) tells us that assuming a function f¤ 2
L2(¹) is smooth, it may be decomposed onto the span of the N ﬁrst (´i)i2f1;:::;Ng functions with
decreasing coefﬁcients jbij · i¡¸ for some ¸ ¸ 0 that depends on the smoothness of f¤. For
example the class of functions with bounded total variation may be decomposed with Fourier basis
(in dimension 1) with coefﬁcients jbij · jjf jjV =(2¼i). Thus here ¸ = 1. Other classes (such as
Sobolev spaces) lead to larger values of ¸ related to the order of differentiability.
By choosing ci = i¡¸=2, we have jj®+jj
p
Ejj'jj2 · pCPNi=1 i¡¸. Thus if ¸ > 1, then this term
is bounded by a constant that does not depend on N . If ¸ = 1 then it is bounded by O(logN), and
if 0 < ¸ < 1, then it is bounded by O(N1¡¸).
However any orthonormal basis, even rescaled, would not necessarily yield a small jj®+jjpEjj'jj2
term (this is all the more true when the dimension of X is large). The desired property that the
coefﬁcients (®+)i of the decomposition of f¤ rapidly decrease to 0 indicates that hierarchical bases,
such as wavelets, that would decompose the function at different scales, may be interesting.
Wavelets: Consider an inﬁnite family of wavelets in [0; 1]: ('0n) = ('0h;l) (indexed by n ¸ 1 or
equivalently by the scale h ¸ 0 and translation 0 · l · 2h ¡ 1) where '0h;l(x) = 2h=2'0(2hx¡ l)
and '0 is the mother wavelet. Then considerN = 2H features ('h;l)1·h·H deﬁned as the rescaled
wavelets 'h;l
def= ch2¡h=2'0h;l, where ch > 0 are some coefﬁcients. Assume the mother wavelet is
Cp (for p ¸ 1), has at least p vanishing moments, and that for all h ¸ 0, supx
P
l '0(2
hx¡ l)2 · 1.
Then the following result (proof in Appendix B) provides a bound on supx2X jj'(x)jj2 (thus onp
Ejj'(X)jj2) by a constant independent of N :
Proposition 2 Assume that f¤ is (L; °)-Lipschitz (i.e. for all v 2 X there exists a polynomial pv of
degree b°c such that for all u 2 X , jf(u) ¡ pv(u)j · Lju ¡ vj°) with 1=2 < ° · p. Then setting





j'0j, which is independent of N .
Notice that the Haar walevets has p = 1 vanishing moment but is not C1, thus the Proposition does
not apply directly. However direct computations show that if f¤ is L-Lipschitz (i.e. ° = 1) then
®0h;l · L2¡3h=2¡2, and thus jj®+jj supx jj'(x)jj · L4(1¡2¡1=2) with ch = 2¡h=4.
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4.2 Comparison with other methods
In the case when the factor jj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2 does not depend on N (such as in the previous
example), the bound (8) on the excess risk of CLSR states that the estimation error (assessed in
terms of FN ) of CLSR is O(logK=
p
K). It is clear that whenever N >
p
K (which is the case of
interest here), this is better than the ordinary LSR in the initial domain, whose estimation error is
O(N logK=K).
It is difﬁcult to compare this result with LASSO (or the Dantzig selector that has similar properties
[5]) for which an important aspect is to design sparse regression functions or to recover a solution
assumed to be sparse. From [12, 16, 25] one deduces that under some assumptions, the estimation
error of LASSO is of order S logNK where S is the sparsity (number of non-zero coefﬁcients) of the
best regressor f+ in FN . If S <
p
K then LASSO is more interesting than CLSR in terms of excess
risk. Otherwise CLSR may be an interesting alternative although this method does not make any
assumption about the sparsity of f+ and its goal is not to recover a possible sparse f+ but only to
make good predictions. However, in some sense our method ﬁnds a sparse solution in the fact that
the regression function bgL lies in a space GM of small dimensionM ¿ N and can thus be expressed
using onlyM coefﬁcients.
Now in terms of numerical complexity, CLSR requires O(NK3=2) operations to build the matrix
and compute the regression function, whereas according to [19], the (heuristical) complexity of the
LASSO algorithm is O(NK2) in the best cases (assuming that the number of steps required for
convergence is O(K), which is not proved theoretically). Thus CLSR seems to be a good and
simple competitor to LASSO.
5 Conclusion
We considered the case when the number of features N is larger than the number of data K. The
result stated in Theorem 1 enables to analyze the excess risk of any linear regression algorithm (LS
or its penalized versions) performed in the compressed domain GM versus in the initial space FN .
In the compressed domain the estimation error is reduced but an additional (controlled) approxima-
tion error (when compared to the best regressor in FN ) comes into the picture. In the case of LS
regression, when the term jj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2 has a mild dependency on N , then by choosing a
random subspace of dimension M = O(
p
K), CLSR has an estimation error (assessed in terms of
FN ) bounded by O(logK=
p
K) and has numerical complexity O(NK3=2).
In short, CLSR provides an alternative to usual penalization techniques where one ﬁrst selects a ran-
dom subspace of lower dimension and then performs an empirical risk minimizer in this subspace.
Further work needs to be done to provide additional settings (when the space X is of dimension> 1)
for which the term jj®+jjpEjj'(X)jj2 is small.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
Proof: We make use of the following lemma, which states that the random (with respect to the
choice of the matrix A) variable jjAujj2 concentrates around its expectation jjujj2 whenM is large.
The proof uses concentration inequalities (Cramer’s large deviation Theorem) and may be found
e.g. in [1].
Lemma 1 For any vector u in RN and any " 2 (0; 1), we have
P
³





jjAujj2 · (1¡ ")jjujj2
´
· e¡M("2=4¡"3=6)
To prove the proposition, we apply the lemma to any couple of vectors u + w and u ¡ w, where u
and w are vectors of norm 1. From the parallelogram law, we have that
4Au ¢Aw = jjAu+Awjj2 ¡ jjAu¡Awjj2
· (1 + ")jju+ wjj2 ¡ (1¡ ")jju¡ wjj2
= 4u ¢ w + "(jju+ wjj2 + jju¡ wjj2)
= 4u ¢ w + 2"(jjujj2 + jjwjj2) = 4u ¢ w + 4":
fails with probability 2e¡M("
2=4¡"3=6) (we applied the previous lemma twice at line 2).
Thus for each k · K, we have with same probability:
Auk ¢Av · uk ¢ v + "jjukjj jjvjj:
Now the symmetric inequality holds with the same probability, and using a union bound for consid-
ering all (uk)k·K , we have that
jAuk ¢Av ¡ uk ¢ vj · "jjukjj jjvjj;
holds for all k · K, with probability 1¡ 4Ke¡M("2=4¡"3=6), and the proposition follows. ¤
B Proof of Proposition 2
















Theorem 6.3 of [15], since f¤ is (L; °)-Lipschitz and '0 has at least p ¸ ° vanishing moments, we
have j®0h;lj · L2°
R 1
0



























Thus, setting ch = 2(1¡2°)h=4, we deduce
jj®+jj2 sup
x




since ° > 1=2. ¤
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